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Agra Oya – Tea Landscape Program Phase 1 Final Report
1. Background
Premium Export Ceylon Limited (PECL)/ Unilever has engaged to work in cooperation in keeping with its CSR
objectives had engaged with Sri Lanka Water Partnership (SLWP), to execute a school level educational
program in the Central Province within the Tea landscape of Sri Lanka on responsible management of water
resources for estate school communities thereby minimizing negative impacts on water security, health and
livelihoods. Unilever and SLWP after extensive discussions agreed to initially implement a tea landscape
programme for estate schools in the Central Province mainly in the Kandy and Nuwara Eliya Districts. Special
attention was to be given to schools near Agra Oya as the Unilever factory is situated in Agrapathana. The
proposed output is knowledge based behaviour change on responsible water stewardship in tea landscapes
through enhancing knowledge of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) for school children, and
influencing them to become environmental catalysts to disseminate the message to the immediate estate
community. The Program was planned with the Dept. of Provincial Education, Central Province with which
has “School and Community “as one of its central learning themes, within which this activity was to be
integrated.

This activity is planned to be implemented in 2 stages; the initial stage was proposed as a Reconnaissance
survey and Initial Learning phase to be implemented in early 2018 and the 2nd phase would be and Expansion
and Consolidation developed, based on results of the initial phase.

A pilot phase covering 15 Schools in the Nuwara Eliya District was taken up under a pilot study with a TEC of
Rs. 1.0 Million implemented from December 2017 to May 2018 to provide experience and guidance for
implementation of a 2 year programme, considering that implementation schedules would need to match and
harmonize with school terms and activities which limits the possible interventions to 7-8 months per year. An
initial selection of schools was carried out by the Education authorities followed by a physical verification of
selected schools through a Reconnaissance survey in November 2017. The initial target group of 15 Tamil
schools situated in the Agra Oya basin, were selected in collaboration with the Nuwara Eliya Zonal Education
Office through the Reconnaissance survey. It was planned that a mix of 20 Estate and 10 adjoining area
schools will be covered in the Phase 1 in the first year with more added on in 2019. The total number of
Schools taken up will not be less than 40 schools with maximum of 45-50 schools depending on ability for
cluster implementation.
This will include consolidation activities with follow up community outreach activities. Based on progress in
Year 1 every effort will be made to conclude Year 2 activities by end of 2019.
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Activity Description

Time duration

The
reconnaissance
survey
to
Central
province
The Initiation
workshop at Nuwara
Eliya

Dec 2017

School level projects
linked to “Nature based
solutions to water
challenges”

Feb/Mar/ April/May 2018

Feb 5th

Table 1- Plan for Initiating Activity in Phase 1

2. Preparatory Activities and Initiation Workshop
The activity started with a Reconnaissance survey including school visits in December 2017 where the need
for an Initiation workshop to brief participant schools was identified and emphasised by the Zonal education
authorities. (Report of Reconnaissance survey already submitted). Fifteen selected schools were invited to
send the Principal and a relevant teacher (science, hygiene, student counsellor). The Meepilimana MV Nuwara
Eliya was chosen as the venue for the Workshop by the Zonal education office. Meepilimana MV had been a
near - derelict school which had been turned around by the current lady principal. Most participants were
positively motivated by observing the improved school environment achieved at the Meepilimana School and
listening to the inspiring talk by the lady principal. (Annex 2)
There were some unexpected changes in participation. Dayagama West, Portmore and Royal College were
later additions by the Zonal office to the earlier agreed list. Maria TMV was unable to attend due to the
mandatory Training for Local Government elections for teachers being held on the same day. No reason was
forthcoming for the absence of Preston TV and Saraswathi TMV which were on the original list. It is possible
that the Education Office took action to increase numbers so as to reduce possible absenteeism related to
electoral duty training which was ongoing during this period. Dayagama West TV (6) is the primary section of
the Dayagama West No 2 TMV (5). Portmore TV is a small primary school in Agarapathana (up to grade 5) with
79 students. Royal college, Lindula is a primary school (up to grade 5) with 282 students.
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Table 2 - List of Schools participating in Phase 1
School
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Agarapathana TMV
Agra TV (P)
Ardlaw TV
Dayagama East TV
Dayagama West No 2 (Saumyamorthi Thondaman) TMV
Dayagama West TV (P)
Dayagama TV
Glasgow TV
Glen Eagles TV
Glenlyon TV
Holbrook TMV
Lower Cranley TV
Portmore TV (P)
Thangakelle No 1 TV
Royal College, Lindula (P)
Maria TMV
Saraswathi TMV, Lindula
Preston TV

Principal
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Absent
Absent
Absent
11

Attended
Teachers
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
-

13

All
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
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The Morning session of the Initiation Workshop started with Worship and a Welcome address by Mr. Ajith
(Project Officer, NE Zonal Education Office) who gave an explanation of the Day’s activities and the purpose
of

water management awareness.

He then Invited the Zonal director of education

Nuwara Eliya, Mr

Piyadasa then briefed the Principals and teachers to get involved into this novel program and work hard with
the dedication. He also mentioned that these particular schools were selected as their principals generally
take a keen interest to enhance their students’ ability and to develop their schools. He assured the Activity
Team that the principals participating in this program are capable to continue the given task and also they are
well experienced people. Ms Kusum Athukorala , Activity Leader explained the current issues related to water
management system, day to day threats to water , possible solutions and decisions needed to be taken
urgently. She introduced the three resource persons participating in the day’s program.
Mr. Lionel Jayawickrama (Project co-ordinator of Dept. of Education Central Province) explained the role of
the Provincial Dept. of Education in this activity which is integrated in its” School and Community “program.
He highlighted the importance of environmental and water consciousness within the sensitive catchment
areas and asked the principals, teachers to participate actively in the program to complete the activities within
the given period.
Three resource persons from the Dept. of Health and the National Water Supply and Drainage Board (NWSDB)
made background presentations on the following topics- Water and Health, Climate change and Social and
community water issues in the estate sector.
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Dr. Sudharshan (Resource person Regional Dept. of Health Services) did a presentation on health and water
security. He highlighted that the Demographic Health survey carried out by the govt. of Sri Lanka in 2016
shows that the sanitary facilities and the water resources in Nuwara Eliya are in a critical situation. He tabled
a chart as follows.
Table 3 - Challenges to health - School sanitation in Nuwara Eliya
No of schools surveyed in Nuwara Eliya district

540

Schools with no sanitation facilities

12

Schools with unsatisfactory sanitation facilities

165

There are also some schools with sanitation facilities but no water supply at all.
The solutions proposed by the resource person on climate change, Eng. Sabry ( Resource person Climate
change National Water Supply and Drainage Board) are as follows:- Prevention of water resource pollution,
control deforestation and improve availability and improvement of sanitation facilities is very important.
Mr. Stalin Devraj (Resource person Social and Community issues) presented on the importance of water safety
plans, and good practices which can be instilled in the community through schools children.

3. Outcome of Initiation workshop and follow up
The Initiation workshop highlighted some of the human resource related challenges which would face the
Activity Team in this activity. The level of education and teacher training in the older generation of teachers
in the estate sector is known to be generally poor. The Activity team had prepared for a very interactive
session including a Wall Paper. However it was soon evident that the level of the participants was much lower
than anticipated. They were not used to interactive learning sessions. The Education officers corroborated
this stating that some Principals were only GCE O/L qualified, having risen to the rank of principal only due to
long service.
The participating schools were then divided into 10 groups following proximity to Agra Oya and asked design
small scale activities which could be finished by May 2018. They were asked to cluster based on proximity but
most stated that the distances did not allow joint activities .But some schools decided on similar activities .The
following Tasks were then suggested by the school Principals and the teachers. (Annex 2)
After the Initiation workshop held on 5th February the Activity leader, Project director /Provincial Education
Dept. Project Officer Zonal Education Dept. and Monitoring Officer visited school activities planned within
the” School and Community “program of the Central Province Dept. of Education. Each school was given a
Logbook to record activities /issues/ challenges and to be used for notes by Activity Team on its periodic school
visits. The Initiation workshop was followed up by visits by the team to schools, some with the Unilever
representatives.
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School staff meetings were held on each visit so that the entire staff was made aware of the nature of the
program. There were younger teachers encountered in school visits who seemed more able to grasp the
activity than the Principal. The activities listed by schools were, to a certain extent not feasible and were in
some cases changed during the visit through discussions.
Schools visited thus visited were A) Maria T.M.V, Lindula. B) Thangakele No 1. T.M.V C) Glen Eagles T.V D)
Dayagama East TMV E) Dayagama TV F) Portmore TV G) Glasgow TV H) Glenlyon TMV. However due to various
time limitations caused by impending elections, some schools did not receive the post Workshop visit.

4. Observation on school visits
The Provincial Education Dept.’s “School and community “theme gives a useful hook for this activity which
envisages a change in community perception of environmental issues affecting the Agra catchment.
It is essential that close contact be maintained with schools in the follow-up phase since most of them are
marginalised, lack resources, are short of staff and most importantly find it difficult envisage the nature of
the necessary changes . The team too cannot as yet fully understand the capacity level of the schools. It was
clear that some cases that the Principal would find it difficult to deliver the proposed activity and adjustments
need be made by the team. In one case both the Principal and teacher met on the Reconnaissance survey had
since been interdicted. In another school the teacher had been transferred. However by visiting the schools
and conducting teacher meeting, the team was able to identify potential champions including women
teachers to carry out the activity under the guidance of the Principal. It is noted that the planned for regular
MO visits would have provided faster and better output by guiding the schools.
The gender participation at the Initiation Workshop was skewed with just one female teacher (from Agra TV,
a Primary school) attending the workshop. The Education Officer implied that principals might prefer to pick
a male teacher as travel companions as most travel by motorbikes. The earlier decision to invite two teachers
each would have ensured female participation but was changed due to budgetary reasons. Later visits to
school revealed that there were many younger male teachers and female teachers whose level of education
was higher than the Principal, whose grasp of the subject was quicker and who would have been very useful
to have in the initial training. It was then realized that there is a need to find means of ensuring inclusive
participation.
The activity has progressed more in some schools than in others where there is resonance, in spite of the poor
resource base. A Portmore TV teacher has composed an Agra Oya song. A translation of the song was also
commissioned by team.
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Most schools stated that since they have already lost about two weeks of productive working time due to the
local level elections and that since term tests were scheduled for March they preferred to do the selected
activity early the second term. However three 5 schools confirmed that they would carry out WWD related
activities (mostly school water assemblies are planned) on March 22nd as well.
As it is not feasible for the Activity Leader to visit schools more than twice during this Phase 1 due to limiting
of previously envisaged budget , it was seen as cost effective that the Monitoring Officer visit schools
regularly to maintain momentum and ensure schools are working towards outputs. As the Activity Leader (AL)
cannot visit frequently, it was seen as cost effective that the Monitoring Officer (MO) visits schools regularly
to maintain momentum and ensure schools are working towards outputs. The MO was to visit schools,
maintain close contact and good relations with school administration, keep track of all progress, support
project formulation plans, identify external action resources as necessary, refer any impending issues to
Activity Leader, and check record keeping and present timely reports within the current budget.
Due to current budgetary constraints, the MO could be mobilised only once during Phase 1 and therefore
permission was been obtained from the Provincial education authorities, to make use of the services of the
Zonal Project officer (ZPO) to bridge this gap on a one time basis . The ZPO helped check on progress while
the MO and Activity leader remain in constant telephonic contact with schools. The first Monitoring visit round
which was planned for early March, took place only in May.

5. Outputs, Insights and Observations from Phase 1

The planned Activity Team visit to view school activities was eventually held from the 14th-18th May. The
below table gives and overview of the Phase 1 activities, achievements and challenges.
Table 4 - Overview of Phase 1
Type of Activity

School/s

A

1. Dayagama
East TV

Art
competition
on water
resources

Activity
planned
1. Art
competition
&
Exhibition

Activity executed

Overall comments

1.

1.

2.

3.

Successfully executed
on 18th May; More than
300 drawings and
environmental models
were presented.
School drama on
waterborne diseases;
An additional activity
that was not in original
plan,
They had art
competition and have
constructed several
environmental models
including a large

2.

No community outreach despite
repeated requests to hold those
events at a community place.
Difficult to work principal & staff
as they implement activities
beyond agreement and expect
reimbursement, all future
communication must be pass in
written form through Education
officials.
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B

Street Drama
and Art
Competition
(Theme –
Water
management)

2. Dayagama
West No 2
TMV
(SMT)&
3. Dayagama
West No 2
TV
(Primary)

1.
2.

Street
Drama
Art
competition

1.

2.

C

Parents
awareness
programme
(Theme –
Pure water)

4. Dayagama
TV

1.

Parents
awareness
programme

1.

2.

5. Portmore
TV,
Agarapathana

1.

Parents
awareness
programme

1.

2.

D

Survey on
water
resources in
ecosystem

permanent cement
model (that was not
agreed previously and
expected team to
reimburse part of
expenses)
Changed in to a school
drama on morning
assembly for WWD,
School could not
provide photo evidence
as there was a drastic
change in the top
management of school
in late April.
Art competition and
exhibition on 18th May;,
more than 500 posters
and drawings had been
submitted and
exhibited,
Did not execute, but
went ahead with a more
appropriate activity,
Street Drama on proper
waste disposal, 18th
May 2018: Drama
played at the Hindu
Kovil grounds by 19
students before a
community audience
Reportedly held
handwashing day but no
photos
A teacher composed a
song on protection of
the Agra Oya

6. Glasgow TV,
Agarapathana

1.

Parents
awareness
programme

1.

Did not execute:

7.
Agarapathana
TMV,
Agarapathana

1.

students
groups
studied the
water
resources in
school
micro
catchment

1.

Successfully executed ;6
students groups had
studied the water
resources in school
micro catchment,
reports on their findings
has submitted
Arrangements made to
draw a large wall map
of the school micro
catchment based on the
findings of the students

2.

Art competition and exhibition on
18th May; this was a school event
without community participation,
but very well organized with short
arrangement in spite of very
recent management change(
principal and teacher interdicted)

Easy to communicate but inactive
principal, consultation with other
teaching staff is more productive.

1.
2.
3.

Very small primary school even
without basic facilities, only
parents either cannot afford to
/care to send students to a better
school 3km away; hence parents
participation in school events
minimal.
Had an ongoing water sharing
problem with the community
which provided a useful entry
point. Has not taken responsibility
on organizing the event or parent
awareness. During monitoring
visits whole school was very busy
in preparing for a grandiose
welcome for a donor.
Very efficient principal and
supportive teaching staff
Resources rich school
Interested in an ecosystem
approach and can be a focal point
for same
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E

Poster
competition
(Theme- Do
not waste
water)

8.Glenlyon TV,
Agarapathana

1.

Poster
competition

9. Ardlow TV,
Agarapathana

1.

Poster
competition

F

Essay
competition
(Theme – Use
clean water)

10. Holbrook
TMV,
Agarapathana

1. Essay
competition

G

Handwashing
practice

11.Lower
Cranley TV,
Agarapathana

Handwashing
practice

12.Agra TV,
Lindula

Handwashing
practice

H

Parent
awareness
programme

13.Gleneagles
TV, Lindula

I

Street drama
(ThemeWater

14.Thangakele
No 1 TV,
Lindula

study groups. (an
additional activity)
3. A drawing completion
on the theme of water
resources protection
was held on WWD, 22
March. (an additional
activity)
1. Successfully executed
on 15th May; more than
150 students had
participated in the
event.
2. A street drama on
impact of water
pollution (an additional
activity) was played at
the Glenlyone bazaar
and at the school on
15th May, the play was
very successful and
attracted large crowd.
1. Successfully executed
on 15th
May;Competition &
Exhibition was held on
15th May, and more
than 2/3 of all students
(over 200) had
submitted exhibits
1. not executed but held
two activities with more
impact on
environmental
awareness,
2. Poster competition &
exhibition was held on
16th May at school
auditorium, more than
300 students have
submitted posters.
3. Road parade & Street
drama; held on 16th
May.
1.Did not execute as
planned

Successfully executed and a
report with photos videos
had submitted
Did not execute

1.

Successfully executed
creative event and took
the road show to

1.

Strong and forceful principal,
unhappy but skilful teaching staff.

This is a remotely located small
school, the event was very well
organized.

1.
2.
3.

Zonal centre, resourceful
Supportive, skilful staff
Successful event

New principal had not participated in
the awareness workshop; he is very
energetic but was busy in rebuilding
school rooms
Easy to work with supportive staff

Very remote school
Principal was not taking responsibility,
nor handing over work to other
teachers
Very reliable with supportive principal
and staff
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resources and
sanitation)

J

Poster and
Drawing
competition

15.Royal
college,
Lindula

K

Poster
competition
(Theme –
Water
management)

16.Maria TMV,
Lindula

community tea muster
shed
2. WWD community
awareness march (an
additional activity)
Did not execute original plan
, but changed in to a
polythene collection /
disposal activity
1. Not executed;
2. WWD student
awareness activity
reported but no
evidence.

Friendly, supportive and hardworking
staff.

Good school with resources.
Principal had plans to do tree
planting but on land beyond the
school boundary

6. Some Impact of earlier water related programs
Most of the selected schools, which are marginalised, poor in assets and human resources ascertain that this
is the only program of this nature to have ever reached them. Their vision of a water program is mostly based
on earlier activities based on school hardware focussed water supply and sanitation activities carried out
previously by INGOs. Therefore they find it usual and some have difficulties in understanding that they need
to go beyond the school to community.
Due to the high rates of payment given formerly by such INGOs, expectations of remuneration are very high
and the team has had to pay higher rates than envisaged for teacher /officer participation.
As this activity is being carried out under the aegis of the Provincial Education authority’s compliance with
departmental regulations is essential while trying to extend the breath of school/community vision.
But the Zonal authorities were anxious to see a similar activity for Sinhala schools and found it difficult to
understand why this path breaking activity is limited to Tamil schools only.
Especially in an era where ethnic tensions seem increasingly possible, it is important that critical decision
making regarding activities as regards the program remains with the team.

7. Phase 2 - Planning
The original proposal suggested that the activity expand to non-estate areas in Kandy/Gampola. However in
order to strengthen consolidation within the Agrabasin and to view of the Unilevers interest in the area it is
suggested that the activity cover almost all schools within the basin. But with the experience of the Phase 1,
and the interest of Unilevers in the area, both the Team and the educational authorities have proposed that
consolidation should first take place within the Agra basin, prior to any expansion outside the basin. Therefore
the first Round of Expansion will bring in all Sinhala and non-primary Tamil schools in the Agra basin; in the
final expansion 22 Tamil primary schools in the basin will be covered. (See Table 4 below)
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The majority of the schools are primary schools where behavioural change in students can be more easily
fostered according to an earlier SLWP activity undertaken by Girl Guides for sensitizing pre-schoolers. The
other main target group is young adult school leavers (this sector has a high dropout rate) who have different
aspirations and lifestyle expectations. Both groups are able to make demands from parents; both however
respond best to teaching aids which are not only school room based.

Table 5 - Proposed Timeline
Initiation Phase
2018 February May

Expansion Phase 1

Activity
15 schools in initial sensitization
Selected activities – art competitions,
street drama , handwashing
Induction of 5 Sinhala medium schools
and 7 Tamil medium schools

2018 June -Dec 2018

Consolidation Phase

Expansion Phase 2
2019

Successful Phase 1 schools move into
consolidation and community outreach
2018 Phase 1 schools (27) continue to
consolidate
Planning /preparation of material for
2019
Third batch of schools inducted (29)
They will be mostly primary schools
Phase 1 schools continue consolidation

Target
Introduction to environmental awareness
In some instances introduction to
community

Introduction to environmental awareness
through experience sharing
Introduction to environmental awareness
In some instances introduction to
community

Introduction to environmental awareness
through experience sharing of Phase 1
Appropriate level activities for
community outreach integrated for Third
batch

Table 6 - The proposed activity line is as follows in
Dates
June July 2018

Activity
Stocktaking workshop with
Provincial authorities in Kandy
Planning workshop with Zonal
Authorities and selected Phase 1
schools

July

Experience sharing program with
selected Phase 1 schools and all
Phase 2 schools in Agrapathana
University Review

November -December
Jan 2019

October - November
December

Experience sharing program with
selected Phase 1 schools for Phase
2 schools in Agrapathana with
emphasis of leading to World
Water Day
Continued community outreach by
Phase 1 schools
Final visits
Final reporting and Closure

Objective
Approval for future activities and
identification of responsibilities
Identification of challenges and
lessons learnt
Preparation of outputs and lists of
activities in Agrapathana in
Expansion and consolidation phase
Knowledge sharing for Expansion
and consolidation phase
Effectiveness check and if needed
a Course Change
Knowledge sharing for Expansion
and consolidation phase

Review of results
Reporting of Results
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8. Recommendations and Observations
a) A greater understanding of the social context of estate schools is necessary in forming activities. Many
schools have crowded classrooms including some made of polythene. Facilities are poor. The home
environment is not conducive to rote learning, being noisy and crowded. There is a high rate of absentee
mothers and sometimes both parents are absentees. Illegitimacy rates is high. Grandparents are often
defacto parents and find their caregiver role very difficult. Malnutrition is high. Children find it difficult to
do their homework and studies due to constant music and TV. Social issues are rife in this sector mostly
caused by congested living space. Families sleep in turns in some cases and this proximity has promoted
a situation where occurrence of incest is frequent.

b) Children need be encouraged to interact and understand the challenges of their own ecosystem (Annex
4). A schools ecosystem approach through nature walks can develop a community response to
environmental challenges from slurry discharge to possible human/animal confrontations (see Annex 4).

c) Since religion plays an important role in this sector, water and culture can be a tool to promote
behavioural change using religious events.
d) A closer supervision is needed by the team in order to encourage and sustain change given the level of
schools. The monitoring officer has to generate and guide activities and thus is more of a project officer.

e) The team has to understand that behaviour change does not happen merely through one activity and its
transmission is a slow process, calling for iterative stimuli.
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Annex 1 - Map 1 Agra Oya schools Phase 1
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Annex 2 - Agenda Initiation workshop 5th February 2018
9.00am
9.30 am

10.00am
10.30 -12.30am

12/30- 1.30 pm
1.30 -2.00 pm

Activity
Registration
Inauguration –Speech by Prov Director
Education , Zonal Director education,
Provincial Project Director, SLWP advisor
Self-introduction
Tea break
Presentation on Water and health
Presentation on Climate change
Presentation on community and social issues
in estate sector
Question Time
Lunch
Group work (each school will form a group for
project identification formulating projects,
resource identification, defining timelines and
outputs )

2-00-2.30 pm

Selected presentations by Groups

2.30 -3.00pm
3.00 pm

Way forward - Provincial Director
Closure

Note

(A wall paper for questions, comments,
queries will be maintained throughout
this session.)

The participants will be arranged
“geographically” .The organizers will
help participants to formulate an
integrated program focusing on
common challenges and possibilities of
community outreach.
The activities can only be finalized after
visiting the schools to observe context.
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Annex 3. Participant Schools in Agra Oya catchment (up to Lindula Junction)
1) Number of Participant schools and students by school type:
School type:
1C
(Maha Vidyalaya)
No of schools
Tea landscape Phase 1 Schools
(2017-2018)
Other to be added in Phase 2
(2018)
Total 2018
To be added in 2019

Type 3
(Primary)

Type 2 (Vidyalaya)

All

4

8

3

3

9

-

7

17

3

Total

15

27

19

7

17

21

45

2. Phase 1 schools by name.
Name

School Type

Total

Boys

Girls

1

HOLBROOK TMV

1C

968

478

490

2

AGARAPATHANA TMV

1C

744

350

394

3

DAYAGAMA TV

Type 2

324

153

171

4

GLENLYON T.V

Type 2

414

202

212

5

ARDLAW TV

Type 2

329

172

157

6

DAYAGAMA EAST T.M.V

Type 2

731

362

369

7

GLASGOW T.V

Type 2

333

171

162

8

LOWER CRANLEY T.V

Type 2

427

210

217

9

DAYAGAMA WEST NO 2 TMV

1C

821

416

405

10

PORTMORE.T.V

Type 3

79

41

38

11

AGRA T.V

Type 3

66

31

35

12

MARIA T M V

1C

1135

549

586

13

TANGAKELLENO1 TV

Type 2

465

238

227

14

GLENEAGLES T.V.

Type 2

178

77

101

15

ROYAL COLLEGE

Type 3

282

139

143

3. Phase 2 Schools to be added on in June 2018: Sinhala:

1

Name
LINDULA M.V.

2

AGARAPATHANA S.M.V

3

BOPATHTHALAWA SV

4

DAYAGAMA.S.V.

5

HOLBROOK SV

School Type
1C

Total

Boys

Girls

188

97

91

331

161

170

Type 2

56

34

22

Type 2

111

67

44

Type 2

173

86

87

1C

15

4. Phase 2 Schools to be added on in June 2018: Tamil (No primary schools)
Name
1

PRESTON.T.V

2

SARASWATHY T M V

3
4

School Type

Total

Boys

Girls

Type 2

167

79

88

1C

702

352

350

VIVEGALAYA.T.V

Type 2

344

161

183

ELDON HALL.T.V

Type 2

260

116

144

5

FERHAM TV

Type 2

170

85

85

6

RAHANWATTE TV

Type 2

185

92

93

7

TILLICOULTRY T.V

Type 2

190

109

81

5. Phase 2 Schools to be added on in 2019: Tamil (primary schools)
Total

Boys

Girls

1

Name
HOLMWOOD TV

School Type
Type 3

66

37

29

2

NUTBOURNE.T.V.

Type 3

41

20

21

3

SANDRINGHAM.T.V

Type 3

70

34

36

4

THORNFIELD T.V.

Type 3

71

40

31

5

TORRINGTON T.V.

Type 3

173

88

85

6

YARRAVEL T.V

Type 3

84

53

31

7

BALMORAL T.V

Type 3

69

32

37

8

CLYDESDALE TV

Type 3

59

35

24

9

ST.REGULARS T.V.

Type 3

86

49

37

10

ELGIN TV

Type 3

54

27

27

11

TANGAKELLE NO.02, T.V.

Type 3

74

31

43

12

MORNINGTON TV

Type 3

40

19

21

13

TANGAKELLE NO.03 T.V.

Type 3

81

56

25

14

OUVAKELLE NO:02 T V

Type 3

58

32

26

15

LIPPAKELLE T.V

Type 3

87

46

41

16

HAUTEVILLE TV

Type 3

85

48

37

17

DAYAGAMA WEST 02 P.S

Type 3

317

175

142

18

HOLBROOK PRIMARY.S

Type 3

410

195

215

19

HEMALAYA P.S(AGARAPATANA P.S)

Type 3

176

89

87

20

AGARAKANDE T V

Type 3

171

90

81

21

MOUSELLA T V

Type 3

106

65

41

22

WALTRIM TV

Type 3

124

71

53

16

Annex 4

17

18

